
      
 
 
 
 
EL TRÀNSIT DE LA LLUM 
THE PASSAGE OF LIGHT 

                               
 

ARCHITECT OF SPACE AND TIME 
 
Of course every good painter always surprises, regardless of whether we know a little, or a great deal, about his 
work. Lars Physant, in particular, surprises us. First and foremost, he does this by the undeniable high quality of 
his art, and then, no less intensely, through the format of his paintings; paintings that do not always resemble the 
traditional painting as we know it in shape and form, but do so as an explicit and very original medium for a 
pictorial task. Lars Physant does not reject the customary shape of painting. What he does is to go beyond it, in 
the geometric aspect as well as in his creative intentions.  
 
For a moment, this “going beyond” will surprise us in a different way than an authentic work of art does in 
general. We almost feel disorientated in a space where we customarily expect from artistic depictions. We shall 
reach a point when we wonder where the space is, the space that the artist wanted, very much, to reproduce in a 
demanding transmutation that is also far beyond, let’s say, a copy. The space that he offers us  (deconstructed? 
dislocated? distorted?) is outside the habitual perception of reality. No matter if this reality is a landscape, a 
human figure or even a still life. Space as container and as content, embracing the vision and its meaning: this is 
what motivated Lars Physant to paint his pictures. And with this alteration, as apparent as it is real, and it is 
invariably surprising - aesthetically surprising, comes the alteration of time.  

 
The structures of Lars Physant’s paintings are unexpected geometric shapes; even though they escape the 
habitual format, they are not alien to it. Transgressed geometry, yes, but in support of a new vision of reality, 
which in turn is transgressed in order to achieve more intense perception and provide more aesthetic enjoyment. 
And more than aesthetic, if that can be said of a work of art. He creatively alters space, and also creatively alters 
time, which often plays a leading role in his work. Time in these paintings is often not expressed in linear 
continuity, but rather in an accumulation of present and future, or of present and past. Transgressed by its 
distortions, Lars Physant’s painting succeeds in convincing – conceptually and aesthetically – that simultaneously, 
at a marina or on a street, it is twilight   – morning or evening – and high noon.  All this is done by the extremely 
clever juxtaposition of the diverse fragments – abstract and at the same time figurative – that make up the 
successfully achieved and beautiful unity of his work.  
 
The pieces of wood that are the support on which Lars Physant applies the acrylics of his very personal 
chromaticism. In themselves, seen in his studio as yet without colour, they already, in a way, contain a pictorial 
work, given the aesthetic purpose in the way the artist assembles them, shunning a single flat surface. In addition, 
the juxtaposition and overlapping of fragments will support the purpose of achieving (and he does indeed 
achieve it) different layers of relief, on which, apart from the drawing and the colour, will take place this 
surprising transgression of space and time. A transgression that is a new revelation, a new experience of both 
dimensions. It attains intense realism by an abstraction that is not anti-figurative, but highly figurative, inasmuch 
as it has been sought, found and put in the same artistic place: the painting. Even though it is not square, the 
structure which possesses that same thing the painter and the viewer seek and expect in painting.  
 
And no, it is nothing to do with the deconstruction in fashion today, done after Lars Physant’s pictorial work.  
Here, it is all about a powerful construction that the painter, quite accurately, calls, “united divided reality”. So 
what if the painting appears to be broken up in vanishing lines that go beyond the time and space that viewers 
usually expect to be immediately explicit? The unification of shapes and feelings, of space and time, produced 
after a brief interval, causes the beauty of surprise that viewers experience when faced with artistic originality: an 
originality that is not only due to the conceptual aspect of Lars Physant’s work, but also, and in equal measure, to 
the fact that this artist is an excellent painter. An excellent painter, and an architect of space and time, who, along 
with aesthetic pleasure, almost provides us with the pleasure of ubiquity.   
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